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From September 2020 until November 2021, 22 Cluster Managers from eight Baltic Sea Countries has 
participated in the pilot education. During the education, they have learned new theories and tools, shared 
experiences and insights between each other, and gained new competences through practical assign-
ments tested and implemented in their clusters. The Cluster Managers have continuously reflected on the 
education, giving constructive feedback on what worked and not and how the education can be improved. 

This booklet presents all the highly skilled Cluster Managers that participated in the pilot education and 
their clusters, why they applied and what they expected to gain by participating. The project team is grateful 
for all the valuable input and hope that many new collaborations will be the result of the education. 

On behalf of the project team, 

Katarina Hansell

Project Coordinator

BSR Cluster Manager Education

BSR Cluster Manager Education

In BSR Cluster Manager Education, funded by Erasmus+ and Swedish Institute, we define the work role of 
a Cluster Manager by developing and piloting a cross-border Cluster Manager Education. The project team 
consists of seven partners from Sweden, Finland, Lithuania, and Germany. The project runs between 
September 2019 and August 2022.

The pilot education is built on four modules hosted by top class educational institutions in Sweden, Finland, 
Lithuania and Germany. Each module is 10 weeks long and arranged as highly interactive in-class days at 
the beginning and at the end, and digital lectures, individual homework and groupwork in between. Due to 
Covid -19, during the pandemic, all education has been held completely remote with a variety of digital 
tools.

1. Sweden

Collaboration & 
Leadership

2. Finland

Strategic Management 
& International 
Business Environment 

3. Lithuania

Digitalization in 
Business

4. Germany

Scouting for 
Innovation

Disclaimer
Erasmus+ and the Swedish Institute's support for the production of this publication does not constitute an 
endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors. Erasmus+ and the Swedish Insti-
tute cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

I expect to gain knowledge and experience in a cluster management field. Clusters and SMEs are similar 
but quite different, so I expect to gain some new insights precisely from a cluster management perspective 
– leadership, digitalization, innovation scouting, and strategic thinking.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

I applied to gain knowledge, get some insights from experts and cluster manager colleagues with different 
backgrounds and experience. In my belief, knowledge is the key driver in any business environment. Cluster 
managers have to work with different types of entities,  to be innovative with strong management skills is 
a must.

Description of the Cluster

Laser and Engineering Technologies Cluster was established in 2010, although the beginning of the
collaboration dates back a few decades. It is a structure based on cooperation and mutual trust, made up 
of companies and organizations active in the field of laser and related technologies, and carrying out joint 
R&D-oriented projects. The goal of LITEK™ is to develop the world-class laser and engineering technologies 
in cooperation with R&D activities, to increase the profitability and international competitiveness of cluster 
companies.

A cluster manager holding a physics master’s degree 
and having background in business management. For 
the last six years, she has been promoting R&D+ and 
knowledge transfer, searching for new partners in R&D 
and industry, presenting the cluster and SMEs at
national and international events. She actively works 
with start-ups and innovative entrepreneurship. She is 
an experienced project manager, leading and working 
with a team, and always looks for a way to improve.

Kristina Ananiciene, LITEK™, Lithuania



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

The main expectation is to gain knowledge from speakers, good practice examples from other partici-
pants. It is very important to create new contacts for future projects. The international group helps to 
understand different cultures and specific cluster environment in different countries.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

Smart food cluster is a part of the Cluster Manager Education project team.

Description of the Cluster

SMART food cluster consists of food industry companies representing individual industry sectors in 
domestic and foreign markets, not acting like direct competitors to one another, and creating possibilities 
for mutual trust and cooperation. The mission is to help cluster members to enhance competitiveness in 
foreign markets, bringing together the capabilities of the companies, competencies, and contacts. The 
cooperation priorities of the cluster members:
•  Full cooperation participating in the exhibitions abroad, providing with information and other assistance 
to each other;
•  Cooperation with Lithuanian institutions, supervising the food sector export issues;
•  Participation in joint export promotion projects with other associates and business structures;
•  Cooperation in finding new partners in foreign markets, exchange of mutually beneficial information;
•  Joint marketing tools and common dissemination of information about the cluster members, focused on 
targeted partner search;
• Cooperation for development of functional, innovative food products and beverages, the presence of 
corporate technologists and research institutions.

More than ten years of experience in export promotion, 
organizing participations in exhibitions, business 
missions, representing members’ interests in different 
export promotion and knowledge transfer projects. He 
has experience in implementation of EU founded 
COSME, ERASMUS+ projects. The founder, member of 
board and director of LitMEA association and SMART 
food cluster. In 2017, initiated Eastern Europe food 
clusters network; in 2019, initiated Lithuanian cluster 
network. He holds a Master’s degree in Finance and has 
18 year-working experience in sales management 
consulting, process development and business 
analysis. He is a Cluster and Internationalization
manager at Smart Food Cluster. 

Other key positions include CEO of the SMART food cluster (Lithuania), a President of the Lithuanian 
cluster network, and a Member of board the European Cluster Alliance.

Giedrius Bagusinskas, SMART Food Cluster,  Lithuania



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

To learn from the general presentations, as well as during the discussions with lecturers and cluster 
managers, also to share my experience and knowledge, and further develop the skills and competence, and 
expand my network.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

I would like to develop my competence to support ACS in the best way possible. Taking part
in the Cluster Management Education will be a great opportunity to further develop my skills, competence 
and expand my network.

Description of the Cluster

Aerospace Cluster Sweden (ACS) is a Swedish cluster, which is a gateway for everyone into the Aerospace 
Business. ACS is a national cluster with the mission to support the members in terms of  collaboration and 
business growth. ACS has a special focus on SMEs and collaboration with larger companies, research 
institutes, and academia.

Göran Berlemo had a number of different positions in 
aerospace business as Head of Commercial, Marketing, 
Business Support, and Bid Management. He has
experience in Information Technology, Customer 
Support, After Sales and Finance. He was responsible 
for and worked in national and international associa-
tions, and projects, as well as had an international 
assignment in Great Britain.

Göran Berlemo, Aerospace Cluster, Sweden



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My expectations were equal to the reason why I applied for the course: to get an organized opportunity to 
learn and share the expertise of cluster management skills in an international environment. I recognized 
the curriculum before I finally signed up for the course, and this curriculum was fine with me, so my specific 
expectations were that the curriculum was followed and implemented. I do not have any rationale for 
expecting anything else.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

Learning and sharing the expertise of cluster management skills in an international environment is my 
main goal and my biggest motivation. 

Description of the Cluster

CenSec has built up a huge network of international security, space, and defence stakeholders, including 
clusters, OEMs and Prime Contractors as well as a defence, space and security-related Midcaps and SMEs. 
CenSec is Denmark’s official national innovation cluster for defence, space & security, covering defence, 
space and security innovation, including competence development, training, education, and internationali-
zation of SMEs. CenSec’s experience and expertise have secured a strong national and regional position 
within the defence, space, and security sectors that secure strong bonds with a large number of compa-
nies, universities, technology centers, and defence-related governmental authorities and institutions at the 
EU, member states and regional levels. CenSec has 160 members and holds the Gold Label of Excellence 
for Clusters. 

Klaus Bolving holds a position of CEO at the Center for 
Defence, Space and Security (CenSec), supported by the 
Danish Government. Klaus Bolving held several posts at 
different management levels within naval, military, 
intelligence, security, academics, trade, human
resources, and business development areas. These 
include high-ranking posts at the Danish Ministry of 
Defence and the Royal Danish Defence College, as well 
as participation in a number of international expert 
groups and networks.

Klaus Bolving, Center for Defence, Space and
Security (CenSec), Denmark



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

•  To get to know how a cluster  can be  financed and offer services  besides membership fees and public 
funds;
•  Tools to interact and communicate with cluster members and other cluster organisations without 
implementing another platform or software that each partner has  to install and get familiar with;
•  Insights and background for daily business without  too  much  scientific  background  but  more practical 
instructions;
•  Interaction with other cluster managers.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

As a scientist, I have never had a chance to learn the business of cluster management. Therefore I was 
eager to get more insights and exchange knowledge, and experience with other European cluster
managers. 

Description of the Cluster

Organic Electronics Saxony (OES) is Europe’s leading cluster in flexible, printed, and organic electronics. 
This key-enabling technology addresses automotive, life sciences, textiles, consumer electronics, aviation, 
agri/food sectors, etc. 

Dominik Gronarz studied chemistry and gained his Ph.D. 
at Dresden University of Technology, Germany. Since the 
foundation in 2009, he is the managing director of 
Organic Electronics, Saxony.

Dominik Gronarz, Organic Electronics Saxony (OES), Germany



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My expectation after the four module long pilot education is to have learned tools relevant for leading a 
cluster, such as collaboration and leadership tools, strategy tools, new digital tools, and tools for innovation 
/ tranferscouting. I look forward to learning more about soft skills and tools for creating a better dynamic 
in group processes. I expect to share my experience and to gain new ideas from other cluster managers, 
and hope that I will learn about business, education, and life in other countries as a bonus.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

I applied to Cluster Manager Education mainly for two reasons: to gain a higher level of knowledge, skills, 
and competence in cluster management and increase my international network with clusters in the Baltic 
Sea region.

Description of the Cluster

NetPort Energy Cluster is a regional arena for innovation, competence development, networking, and 
finding the best practices in sustainable energy systems and digitalization. We collaborate with national 
and international partners in both the private and public sectors. The aim is to strengthen close and open 
collaboration between our members, Blekinge Institute of Technology, public sector, and other partners. 
NetPort Energy Cluster focuses on areas that are relevant for the member companies, such as district 
heating and cooling, energy storage, energy efficiency, digitalization/AI, and behavioural changes for 
transition to a sustainable society. We create places for people and organizations to meet, both events and 
private meetings. By implementing a diversity of tools, we initiate and facilitate cross-sectoral collabora-
tion. Continuous contact with our member companies guarantees knowledge and understanding of 
possibilities and challenges. Our close cooperation with Blekinge Business Incubator opens up for 
start-ups and existing industries to meet and create new innovations and collaboration.

Katarina Hansell is Cluster Manager for NetPort Energy 
Cluster and also a head of focus area Energy at NetPort 
Science Park, where she coordinates energy-related 
projects. Katarina has extensive experience in leading 
people, organizations, and projects and is passionate 
about sustainable leadership. She has over 20 years of 
experience in strategic and technical procurement of 
raw materials and energy in private industry. Katarina is 
a mechanical engineer, holds a bachelor’s degree in 
business administration from Växjö University (now 
Linnaeus University, LNU), and also studied psychology 
at Lund University (LU).

Katarina Hansell, NetPort Energy Cluster, Sweden



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My expectation from the CME programme is to learn from the everyday life of other cluster managers, 
which things work well and which do not. The sustainable development of a network of people in the same 
field of activity, also across countries, is attractive. I have a strong academic background, but I lack the 
entrepreneurial perspective, this is, where I hope to gain new knowledge and methods. As transferscout, I 
see my role as mediator and translator between all the players. In the sense of a facilitator, I connect the 
relevant players and guide them to their processes. From the first module ‘Collaboration and leadership’ I 
hope to get to know new tools and learn skills for improved communication and collaboration with the 
different people inside and outside the Innovation Hub 13, even in a digital way. As the Innovation Hub 13 
is currently being set up in the sense of a cluster, I expect a lot of new impulses, especially from the second 
module ‘Strategic Management & International Business Environment’. I find it exciting to apply methods 
from the entrepreneurial context such as the business model canvas or strategy map to our Innovation Hub 
13 and to work on sustainable development here. Of course, the optimisation of cluster processes, as 
supported by digitalisation, is also up for discussion. I hope that the third module, ‘Digitalisation in 
Business’, will help to generate ideas for this. Practical tools for my daily work as a transferscout are dealt 
with in the fourth module ‘Scouting for Innovation’, most of which I already use. Here, I am more interested 
in the extent to which other participants in this CME program evaluate these tools, possibly already use 
them, and also have suggestions for improvement.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

As transferscout, I see my role as mediator and translator between all the players, I connect the relevant 
ones and guide them to their processes. These processes are quite diverse and typical processes are the 
sensitisation for transfer activities, the search for available technologies and infrastructure, the realization 
of topic-specific meetings and networking events, the search for funding and the support of proposals for 
joint R&D projects. In this role, transferscouts are similar to cluster managers, and the CME programme 
offers me the opportunity to exchange ideas with other cluster managers. I want to share my knowledge 
and learn new methods and tools to further optimize my daily work. On the other hand, it is very exciting for 
me to gain insights into the structure of clusters. Currently, the Innovation Hub 13 is a third-party funded 
project and more in an initial cluster phase rather than an established cluster with well-defined members. 
Here, for example, the question arises how a cluster can be defined, e. g. by region, topic or target group. In 
my opinion, the CME programme provides a perfect platform for me for discussing different cluster 
designs and strategies as well as the specific roles and responsibilities of cluster managers.

Description of the Cluster

The Innovation Hub 13 is a joint platform of the Technical University of Applied Sciences Wildau and the 
Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus Senftenberg to further develop the regional innovation 
ecosystem. It is initially acting in the Lusatia region (Lausitz) between Berlin and Dresden. Designed as a 
hub, it systematically links the regional players with their competencies and infrastructures in order to set 
new impulses in knowledge and technology transfer. Here, the Innovation Hub 13 equally involves players 
from academia and industry but also from government and the civil society. To this end, the hub breaks 
down barriers between different players and enables them to develop solutions for key challenges facing 
the region. In this way, the Innovation Hub 13 accelerates the transfer process for all, and a ‘fast track to 
transfer’ is created. Within the Innovation Hub 13, the transferscouts represent the central contact for all 
the players in the region: they mediate and translate, provide relevant information, and they look for
technologies with exploitation potential. The transferscouts bring together the relevant partners and raise 
awareness for transfer activities. Due to their topic-specific backgrounds, the transferscouts focus on the 
areas of life sciences, digitalisation, and lightweight construction, but also foster interdisciplinary 
approaches.

I studied biology at the Free University of Berlin and got 
my Ph.D. in animal physiology at the University of 
Potsdam. As an interdisciplinary thinking biologist, I 
have worked in the research field of biophotonics for 
more than ten years and carried out several R&D 
projects in close collaboration with partners from 
academia and industry. Here, as junior research group 
leader, I had a chance to set up an application laboratory 
for the development of laser-based methods for the life 
sciences. Since 2018, I have been a transferscout in the 
field of life sciences in the Innovation Hub 13 at the 
Technical University of Applied Sciences Wildau, south 
of the German capital.

Carsten Hille, Innovation Hub 13 at the Technical University of
Applied Sciences Wildau, Germany



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

Cluster Manager Education program should provide the perfect balance between new knowledge, industry 
insights, and peer learning that generates new ideas, brings new motivation, and provides new, valuable 
contacts.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

Clusters as organizations with high dynamics require continuous follow-on industry trends, peer learning, 
networking, new service ideas, and management motivation. Cluster Management Education is a perfect 
match to provide all of that, being a part of the selected group, quality mentors, and seminars.
 

Description of the Cluster

Latvian IT Cluster is a community of Latvian IT companies with a strong focus on internationalization, 
cross-sectoral collaboration, and digitalization. Latvian IT Cluster is one of the most recognized and award-
ed IT non-profit organizations in Baltics and advocates the development of sustainable industries through 
digital tools. It operates Digital Innovation Hub, the platform that encourages and empowers companies or 
public bodies for digital transformation, advancing innovation capabilities, focusing on Industry 4.0, 
Artificial Intelligence, and knowledge, bridging the gap between tech and other industries to generate 
corporate innovations, build better products and allow everyone to grasp digital opportunities. In 2016, 
Latvian IT Cluster was awarded the Cluster Excellence Silver label.

Aiga Irmeja has been working six years as an Executive 
director at Latvian IT Cluster overseeing cluster vision, 
new service development, daily operations, successful 
project implementation, and for several years strategic 
transformation into Digital Innovations Hub.
The dynamics of the IT industry is one of the main 
reasons why this field remains interesting, exciting, and 
immersive. Before joining the cluster, she spent more 
than 15 years in the IT industry as a marketing executive 
and professional.

Aiga Irmeja, Latvian IT Cluster, Latvia



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

•  Specific knowledge on cluster management;
•  New management tools;
•  Cooperation between cluster members and partner organisations;
•  Project initiation and coordination;
•  Strategic management, communication competencies;
•  The necessary understanding of innovations created by big data and digital technologies and their risk 
management.

Description of the Cluster

South Poland Cleantech Cluster is a non-profit collaborative Ltd., bottom-up “quadruple helix “cluster 
established in 2014 (registered in 2015) by industry, research institutions/universities, public/semi-state 
players, and NGOs in the region of Southern Poland, with a vision to create jobs and unlock trade opportuni-
ties, through activation and development of an internationally recognized Cleantech cluster. Today, 
SPCleantech is a global cluster with 30 shareholders and 50+ ordinary members (some from abroad) 
involved in many international projects and other activities. SPCleantech has an office in BLOX in Copenha-
gen, DK with one representative responsible for the Nordic countries. South Poland Cleantech Cluster 
implements these objectives by stimulating the demand of companies for innovation and scientific 
research, including projects “from concept to market”, supporting the creation and development of R&D 
infrastructure in enterprises, supporting the implementation of results of R&D, preparing enterprises to 
participate in international programs, internationalization of innovative companies, mediation in dealing 
with joint venture funds, business angels, and seed capital funds.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

I applied because I wanted to get some specific knowledge on strategic cluster management and get 
acquainted with new tools that I can use at work. Another reason was to get involved in closer cooperation 
with other clusters and partner organisations. I want to initiate cooperation with other clusters that would 
result in common applications for funding from the EU.  

Janusz Kahl is a danish citizen of Polish origin, born in 
Krakow, a graduate of Copenhagen Business School 
(the University of Economics in Copenhagen, DK) with a 
specialization in organization, strategy, and foreign 
trade. In 1992, he started working as an independent 
consultant in Poland. In 1996, he was appointed the 
honorary consul of the Kingdom of Denmark in Krakow. 
In 2001, he opened NordicHouse, a business and culture 
center serving companies, institutions, and Nordic 
regions in Poland. In May 2007, he was appointed 
Honorary Consul of the Kingdom of Sweden; in July 
2010, Honorary Consul of Finland; and in March 2013, 
Honorary Consul of Iceland. In January 2014, he created 
South Poland Cleantech Cluster, registered in February 
2015 as Sp. z o.o.  

Janusz Kahl, South Poland Cleantech Cluster, Poland



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My main expectations are to develop new skills and to learn new tools to be able to leverage and develop 
OuluHealth ecosystem further as a cluster manager. I am excited about the idea to have inspiring discus-
sion to learn new strategies and solutions we could apply here. I would love to bring back the knowledge 
and know-how to inspire team members and the community. I am looking forward to the valuable advice, 
support, and new connections, not only for OuluHealth but also to benefit Oulu Innovation Alliance which is 
the network of networks, including three other ecosystems in addition to OuluHealth. This would be a great 
opportunity to share the gained knowledge with a wider community. I appreciate the practical information 
and shared experience that we can utilize in our everyday work.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

To learn more specifically about cluster management and to network with international colleagues.

Description of the Cluster

OuluHealth is an innovative ecosystem from Finland. OuluHealth is a globally recognized health and 
well-being ecosystem located in Oulu, in northern Finland. OuluHealth brings together various stakeholders 
(healthcare service providers, research & education institutes, business professionals, and companies) to 
create new business opportunities, boost the health-tech business, and deliver more advanced,
personalized, and connected health services for the benefit of the citizens.  Digital health is a cross-cutting 
theme throughout the ecosystem, including the proliferation themes at the University of Oulu, authentic 
testing environments with the digital testing platform with 5G for companies & healthcare professionals 
and the vast number of digital health companies. We are forerunners in digital health. The ecosystem is 
constantly searching for new research and business partners.

A driven customer-centric business development 
professional who has:

• Strong experience in internationalizing business, 
identifying and creating new business opportunities, 
and managing relationships with a special focus on 
customer experience;
•    Self-motivated and goal-driven team player;
•  Highly proactive initiative taker; always looking for 
new and innovative ideas to bring to the project;
•    Vast experience in project management in a  multina-
tional environment;

•  Great time management & organizational skills;
•  Experienced negotiator with excellent communication & presentation skills;
•  Strong scientific background; a long experience working in highly esteemed research groups in Finland 
and USA;
•  Creative mind-set;
•  Caring and highly empathic volunteer worker.

Minna Komu, OuluHealth, Finland



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

Since today I’ve been very satisfied with the program, no comments! Looking forward to our last module. 

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

I value the opportunity to refresh my knowledge and get inspired in cluster development.  In the near future, 
we are starting cross-sectorial cluster development, and I already have many ideas on how to succeed. I'm 
a collaboration believer and hope that after the program, we will continue sharing information and building 
bridges in the BSR clusters network.

Description of the Cluster

Creative Estonia is a CCI development center, which promotes and develops creative industries and 
creative businesses in Estonia. Our cluster operates as a network catering members from different fields: 
education, business, creative and cultural institutions, SMEs, startups, and etc. 
Creative Estonia was established in 2009, and its main activities are the following:
•  Present the content, unique characteristics, the economic, social, and regional value of creative 
industries. Create a platform for the discussion of creative industry problems and solutions at the highest 
level;
• Support beginner and established creative businesses with much-needed information and advice. 
Increase the business and export abilities of creative businesses;
•  Creative Estonia is offering a collaboration platform where CCI SMEs meet other sectors to start collabo-
ration and develop cross-sectoral innovation;
•  Our main aim is to create as many opportunities and channels as possible to form cooperation networks, 
exchange expertise and information.

Eva Leemet has MBA in business administration and is 
a qualified consultant in creative entrepreneurship. She 
has taken part in creative industries sector development 
since 2007. Since 2009 she has been Chairman of the 
Board and Managing Director of Creative Estonia. She 
has shared her experience about developing the field of 
creative industries in Estonia among various partner 
networks in Nordic and Baltic regions and also in 
Eastern Partnership Countries.

Eva Leemet, Creative Estonia, Estonia



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

I expect to gain knowledge about cluster management and overall management. A very important reason 
is an exchange of experience. We are neighboring countries, but each country has its specific features and 
experience of doing business and managing an organization. This experience is very valuable and useful. 
Of course, I expected physical education, not remote and the Covid restrictions disrupted networking 
possibilities. Computer screens are never the same as face-to-face chat during coffee breaks or dinner.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

New knowledge, exchange of experience, networking.

Description of the Cluster

Food Products Quality Cluster (FPQC):
•  Started in 2012;
•  139 members: 118 SMEs and five research organizations/universities;
•  represents Latvian food producers in state and non-governmental organizations, defends the interests of 
its members in the process of drawing up national and international standard acts;
•  Food Products Quality Cluster is the only multisectoral cluster of the Latvian food processing industry that 
represents Latvian Food producers from all food sub-sectors.
Main activities:
•  Export;
•  Research;
•  Internationalization;
•  Common Projects with other clusters, NGO.

Armands Lejas-Krumins is a senior expert specializing 
in clustering and innovations with 15 years of experi-
ence in management and realization of projects at the 
national and international levels. He has seven years of 
professional experience in cluster management as Food 
Products Quality Cluster Manager. 5 years of profes-
sional experience in the management of innovations as 
Chairman of the Board of Latvian Food Competence 
Centre. He is co-founder of EASTERN EUROPE FOOD 
CLUSTERS NETWORK and co-founder and a representa-
tive of the Latvian Clusters Network. He holds a 
Master’s Degree in Business Administration and a 
Master’s Degree in IT. He successfully participated in 
Swedish Institute Baltic Leadership Programme for 
Cluster Managers.

Armands Lejas-Krumins, Food Products Quality Cluster, Latvia



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

•  Develop personal skills for the management of LAuGEA cluster, especially strategica thinking, leadership, 
international collaboration, and to establish new contacts, find new partners for common activities;
•  As a Board Member of the newly established Lithuanian Clusters Network, I would like to learn new 
working and innovation scouting tools, which could be passed and applied to the new clusters. The gained 
knowledge will be shared with the ones who need it;
•  As a Member for the clusters policy creation group in Lithuania (in the Ministry of the Economy and 
Innovation of the Republic of Lithuania), I am willing to broaden a view of clusters activities and their impact 
on the whole economic system. As well, it is important to know, understand and implement good practices 
and experiences of international Partners as well sharing my own. CME would be a perfect tool to 
understand the correct decisions and to avoid the wrong ones.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

The primary motivation was to be among people with the same mindset. To develop personal skills for the 
management of the LAuGEA cluster, as up to this time, the primary experience was based on ‘learning by 
doing’. Cluster Manager Education (CME) methodological technics will help focus on which personal skills 
to develop and how to develop, especially strategical thinking, leadership, international collaboration. Also 
the program will help to establish new contacts and find new partners for common activities.

Description of the Cluster

Lithuanian Automotive Export Association (LAUGEA) is a cross-sectoral business cluster, joining Lithuanian 
companies related to the automotive industry and science representatives, founded in 2014. Cooperation 
of LAUGEA members, through its scientific potential, ensures greater opportunities for product develop-
ment, testing, and marketing in local and foreign markets, as well as more efficient management of 
corporate costs. LAUGEA members are actively involved in international research and innovation program 
projects, international exhibitions, and business missions, as well as collaborating with various companies, 
government agencies, non-governmental organizations, research and product development partners, and 
other institutions of similar activity. Research, Development, and Innovation (R&D&I) activities are carried 
out by taking advantage of laboratories owned by cluster members and partners. 

Mathematics and applied economics for bachelor’s 
degree, financial management for master’s degree, and 
business management for doctoral studies helped to 
understand how the economical-financial world is built. 
However there was still time for hobbies, such as 
reading, cycling, fishing, camping, and others. As well as 
organizing help for ones who need it the most. One 
common thing which unites all these activities is
curiosity and willingness to find the best solution for 
challenges.

Andrius Rakickas,  Lithuanian Automotive Export Association,
Lithuania



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

I hope to finish the course with better knowledge on digital transformation, innovation processes, and 
hopefully, I will have learned how to use new tools in my everyday work.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

I wanted to increase my management knowledge, and at the same time I wanted to broaden my national 
and international network.

Description of the Cluster

Mobile Heights is a non-profit ICT cluster organisation and networking community promoting innovation 
and growth in the digital world by connecting business, academia, and the society.
Our focus is the Future Digital World in the areas of:
•  Digital Health;
•  Digital Society; 
•  Digital Manufacturing & Materials.
Mobile Heights was founded in 2009 by Sony, Ericsson, Telia Company, the Regional Council of Skåne, Lund 
University, and Malmö University. Today, we have approximately 130 members in Southern Sweden. Mobile 
Heights has its headquarters in Lund, Sweden, and is a Gold Label Cluster. Read more: https://mobile-
heights.org

Alma is leading the development of Sweden’s Southern 
European Digital Innovation Hub, at the same time as 
she works with developing Mobile Heights cluster at the 
regional, national, and international levels. During the 
past years, Alma was responsible and managing 
different EU financed projects, monitoring the EU 
policies. She has more than seven years of experience 
and knowledge of strategic communications, media 
relations, brand management, public affairs, social and 
digital media.  

Alma Sandberg, Mobile Heights, Sweden



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My main expectation was to meet cluster managers from different countries and learn from them how they 
work in daily business. I wanted to know concrete tools, that I could put directly into practice. I wanted to 
deepen my knowledge about facilitating creative processes and idea development in groups and how to 
communicate between the actors of the innovation process. Transferscouting often means to be a transla-
tor between stakeholders - therefore a good communication with groups is key to a successful transfer 
process. I also wanted to learn to skilfully guide an ideation process without directing it. All modules sound-
ed intriguing; however, I was specifically interested in the module “Strategic Management and International 
Business Environment” because I like building strategies and following them but my competence in the field 
of setting up business models was rather limited. As a researcher, I realise the paramount importance of 
data. But how can big data and artificial intelligence help me as a cluster manager to foster creative and 
strategic innovation processes? I was very curious about the possibilities of these digital technologies and 
how I can apply them in the cluster’s decision-making. I wanted to implement the skills and (digital) tools 
into my daily work as a transferscout.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

Having worked as a transferscout for three years has allowed me to learn different approaches to
knowledge and technology transfer at a university surrounding. I wanted to get to know the concrete tools, 
that enrich my daily work and which I can put directly into practice. I also wanted to know how other cluster 
managers work and what tools they use in their daily business. Participation in the program would advance 
the further development of the regional innovation cluster that I am currently part of and personally give me 
the chance to take transfer scouting to the next level.
 

Description of the Cluster

The Innovation Hub 13 is a joint platform of the Technical University of Applied Sciences Wildau and the 
Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus - Senftenberg with the aim of further developing the regional 
innovation ecosystem. It is initially acting in the Lusatia region (Lausitz) between Berlin and Dresden. 
Designed as a hub, it systematically links the region's players with their competencies and infrastructures 
to set new impulses in knowledge and technology transfer. Here, the Innovation Hub 13 equally involves 
players from academia and industry, but also from government and civil society. To this end, the hub breaks 
down barriers between different players and enables them to develop solutions for key challenges affecting 
the region. In this way, the Innovation Hub 13 accelerates the transfer process for all and a “fast track to 
transfer” is created. Within the Innovation Hub 13, the transferscouts represent the central contact for all 
players in the region: they mediate and translate, provide relevant information, and look for technologies 
with exploitation potential. The transferscouts bring together the relevant partners and raise awareness for 
transfer activities. Due to their topic-specific backgrounds, the transferscouts focus on the areas of life 
sciences, digitalisation and lightweight construction, but also foster interdisciplinary approaches

In 2018, I started working as a transferscout for the 
topic lightweight construction in the Innovation Hub 13 
at the Technical University of Applied Sciences in 
Wildau. I have an engineering background: I studied 
physical engineering at the Technical University Berlin 
and then earned a doctorate in the field of medical 
technology. After some postdoctoral projects at a joint 
lab of TU Berlin and Charité  Universitätsmedizin Berlin, 
I worked as a research associate in vibration dynamics 
and acoustics at the TUAS Wildau. I live with my family 
close to Berlin.

Sarah Schneider, Innovation Hub 13 at the Technical
University of Applied Sciences Wildau, Germany



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

•  More interaction with the other participants;
•  Tools to support our members in innovation;
•  More ideas about future cooperation.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

Since cluster management is very complex and the majority of us have never had this kind of training, any 
tool could be helpful to improve cluster management. The course fits perfectly into the lifelong learning 
concept. Further, I applied to the course wishing to expand the network, to find potential partners for 
cross-sectoral activities in the BSR.

Description of the Cluster

BalticNet-PlasmaTec is located in Greifswald, Germany. The international cluster was founded to dissemi-
nate plasma technology and to initiate collaborations for research and development. With proactive/
visionary management and combining economic, social, and legislative resources, the cluster for plasma 
technology was rapidly growing. It has become a well-known partner in Europe and other dynamic regions 
in the world. Registered as a non-profit association, BalticNet-PlasmaTec (BNPT) is an international cluster 
that stands for technology- and market-oriented cooperations in science, research, and economics for the 
field of plasma technology. As one of the most important plasma technology clusters in Europe, BNPT’s in 
particular also aims to raise awareness and perception for plasma technologies in public. 

BalticNet-PlasmaTec is a contact partner for interested parties who intend to expand their own technical 
and economic potential in using plasma technology. BalticNet-PlasmaTec currently has 77 members in 17 
different countries, more than 62 % of them from the industry. In 2011 and 2014, BNPT received the Bronze 
Label and in 2015, the Silver Label of the European Cluster Excellence Initiative. Since 2008 BalticNet-Plas-
maTec was a member of the initiative Kompetenznetze.Deutschland and since 2013, BNPT belongs to the 
‘Go-cluster’ initiative of the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology Germany.

Alexander Schwock is the co-founder of the 
BalticNet-PlasmaTec association. Since the beginning 
of 2006, he has been responsible for the general 
management of the network and its international 
development. He finished his studies of electro 
technique at the Technical University Dresden as a 
certified engineer (Diplom Ingenieur). After his studies, 
he worked for seven years as a scientist in the area of 
biosensors. From 1999 to 2004, he was a general 
manager of a start-up-company. Since 2004, he has 
worked as an international project manager in different 
companies.

Alexander Schwock, BalticNet-PlasmaTec, Germany



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

Not only to acquire the knowledge but also to apply it in practice.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

To gain new knowledge about cluster administration and bring higher value to the cluster members.

Description of the Cluster

AgriFood Lithuania organization is a cluster, and the digital innovation hub built on its foundation.
In 2020, the European Commission highlighted the AgriFood Lithuania DIH as one of two good practice 
examples of European sectorial DIHs in the JRC science policy report. Also, from March 2021, AgriFood 
Lithuania achieved the status of EIT FOOD Hub in Lithuania. The organzation is very active on national and 
EU levels.

She is a Lithuanian Cluster Network Managing Director. 
57 Lithuanian clusters are the members of the Associa-
tion. Uniting 777 different business enterprises, Lithua-
nian Clusters Network is the largest organization of its 
kind in Lithuania. Kristina Sermuksnyte-Alesiuniene is 
an experienced cluster manager. She has invaluable 
experience in product development and innovation 
management, working with research, development and 
implementation, information technologies and services, 
and ICT products on a cross-sectoral basis.

She is studying a  Ph.D. in economics at the Institute of Economics and Rural Development of the
Lithuanian Center for Social Sciences. Her scientific area of interest evaluates the effectiveness of the 
industries' twin transition: digitalization and the Green Deal in the EU Member States.  She has more than 
12 years of experience as an international digitalization expert in national and international working 
groups.  She is a speaker in many national and international events on the twin transition in the EU. 
K.Sermuksnyte-Alesiuniene is an active promoter of the clusters and DIH's close collaboration in the 
creation of the ecosystems which transform sectors. 

Kristina Sermuksnyte-Alesiuniene, AgriFood, Lithuania



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My main expectations from Cluster Manager Education are to learn good practices and lessons to learn 
from the other clusters. I am also looking for activities and tools to improve the commitment of the cluster 
members and to deliver extra value to the partners. This training gives me the necessary skills, knowledge, 
and competences to level up my clusters. The gained tools be will used in analyzing the business environ-
ment and in developing a strategy and international operations. I hope to better understand the core 
relevant theories related to strategy, internationalization and networks, that have an impact on clusters. 
Also, I understand how technological megatrends may affect business and discover opportunities for 
effective cluster management.  I have advanced knowledge of methods related to scouting processes, rules 
for implementation, and skills to facilitate effective meetings and processes. I am able to discover opportu-
nities for cluster-relevant business model innovation based on digital technologies and data.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

I wanted to learn more about how to lead clusters more effectively and  productively, I was also aiming to 
connect with other clusters in Europe. 

Description of the Cluster

•  Allied ICT Finland SuperioT Ecosystem With comprehensive digitalization SuperIoT Ecosystem delivers 
the whole IoT solution from sensors to data analytics. Our solution is always cyber-secured with the latest 
technology innovations and integrated to your existing processes, tools, and platforms;
•  Allied ICT Finland Water Ecosystem The Water Ecosystem generates new high-end solutions to tackle 
challenges related to quality, efficiency, reduction of harmful environmental impacts in water processes of 
municipal water utilities, industry, and mines. 

She is a cluster manager at the University of Oulu, 
leading two ecosystems in Allied ICT Finland: SuperIoT 
Ecosystem and Water Ecosystem. I hold a Master of 
Science in Electrical Engineering, and I have over 20 
years of experience in the telecommunication industry, 
from start-up to global companies. As a cluster
manager, I am driving digitalization in different industry 
sectors. I have a passion for getting smart solutions out 
to the market from the research.

Pirkko Taskinen, SuperIoT Ecosystem and Water Ecosystem,
Finland



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

The main expectation from the Cluster Manager Education and the four different modules is to build the 
skill level up, to improve my knowledge and skill throughout the learning experience: to gain knowledge 
from lecturers (and countries) and other participants. It is very important to create new contacts for the 
future cooperation and partnerships. The international group helps us understand different cultures and 
specific cluster environments in different countries and helps to reach our own goals.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

Smart Food Cluster is a partner in an ongoing project, also my desire to gain more knowledge and
experience from different countries and the opportunity to apply for training, these are the reasons that had 
led to the application for the Cluster Manager Education.

Description of the Cluster

SMART food cluster (http://litmea.lt) Lithuania was created in 2013, the cluster includes 52 members (42 
SMEs and ten larger companies). SMART food cluster consists of food industry companies representing 
individual industry sectors in domestic and foreign markets, not acting as direct competitors to one another, 
and creating possibilities for mutual trust and cooperation. The cluster helps cluster members to enhance 
competitiveness in foreign markets, bringing together the capabilities of the companies, competencies, and 
contacts. SMART food cluster mission is to help cluster members to enhance competitiveness in foreign 
markets, bringing together the capabilities of the companies, competencies, and contacts. The cluster aims 
at fostering participation in joint export promotion projects with other associates and business structures, 
finding new partners in foreign markets, and exchanging mutually beneficial information, as well as jointly 
disseminating information about cluster activities and building international visibility for the cluster 
members. Currently, the cluster strengthens cooperation for the development of functional, innovative food 
products and beverages, boosting business & science cooperation between corporate technologists and 
research institutions.

More than ten years of experience of representing organi-
zations interests in projects, strengthening their export 
development, promoting clusters’ internationalization, 
and encouraging R&D usage in SME, strengthening 
capacity building and skills development in organiza-
tions. Experience as a project manager implementing 
more than 50 funded projects. Expert qualification in 
project management (PRINCE2). A project manager in 
SMART food cluster (implementing the projects for 
exports development and cluster internationalization). 

Areas of expertise: SMEs, clustering, cluster internationalization export, projects, information technolo-
gies, e-business solutions, e-distance environment, the company's efficiency and increasing the deploy-
ment of information technology solutions, IT impact on company performance evaluation, financial 
management, project management, EU Structural Funds support innovation. Finished Ph.D. studies in 
Economics on the subject of “Formation an end-to end system to measure the efficiency of Information 
technology (as e-business solutions)”. She holds Master’s degree in International Business (Information 
Business Management), Bachelor's degree in Finance. Improved skills in the following foreign universities: 
Italy (Rome) La Sapienza; the USA (Cambridge, Massachusetts), Cambridge University. Other key positions 
include SMART Food Cluster Manager (Lithuania) and Project expert in Lithuanian Food Exporters Associ-
ation.

Laura Uturyte, SMART Food Cluster, Lithuania



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My main expectation from the first module was to learn more about group dynamics and leadership with 
new digital tools. From the second module, I wanted to gain a deeper understanding of strategic cluster 
management and tools for that. In the third module, I wanted to catch up with the latest in digitalization and 
AI environment for us, cluster managers, and also our cluster companies. Regarding the fourth module, I am 
curious to learn more about transfer scouting and adapt it to our EnergyVaasa cluster. Overall, after only 
online modules due to the Covid-19, it would be a great pleasure to meet all participants face-to-face.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

My main motivation for applying to the Cluster Manager Education was that I think continuous learning, 
adapting, and applying new knowledge is very important. Also, education provides a good opportunity to 
exchange experiences and learn from other cluster managers working in 8 Baltic Sea countries. It is also 
very important to expand the horizon and work with clusters in other sectors. In this education, I saw a 
possibility to work in a very diverse group of experienced cluster managers. We are the first cluster
managers to have this excellent opportunity. 

Description of the Cluster

EnergyVaasa is 20 years old and has more than 160 companies in the energy technology industry (smart 
grids, marine solutions, sustainable energy production, energy efficiency), 25 % of the Finnish energy sector 
employees work here. The EnergyVaasa cluster has over 12.000 energy sector jobs. The overall turnover is 
EUR 5 billion annually, and the export rate is 80%. 90 % of Finland's R&D work within electricity and automa-
tion happens in our cluster region. The cluster aims for a Gold Label in 2021.

Triinu Varblane is an international business developer at 
the technology Center MERINOVA in Vaasa, Finland. 
One of her tasks is cluster development in regional, 
national, and international contexts. She is also the 
Finnish project manager of one the EU Interreg Botnia 
Atlantica projects supporting the development of 
business and collaboration in the cleantech sector 
between the west coast of Finland, Northern Sweden, 
and the Kvarken region.

Triinu Varblane, Merinova Technology Center, Finland



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My main expectations were to get new theoretical knowledge and best practices from different cluster 
leaders and to adapt the new knowledge to my cluster’s management daily work.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

It was the best possibility to study with the best cluster leaders, together create new networks, to share 
actual information, to gain new knowledge, to develop a broad understanding of cluster manager’s 
businesses from the best practices and lectures of four different universities.

Description of the Cluster

Health technology cluster iVita’s main focus is innovation promotion, education, and health technology 
development (various research and development activities in the area of application of different technolo-
gies like IT, WSN, and embedded systems in the field of e-health, sport and rehabilitation technologies, 
functional food). iVita introduces high quality and added value on health technology products and services 
that can improve human security, add efficiency to their activities, contribute to the prevention and public 
education and promote healthy lifestyle habits. We are connecting 25 members with a combination of 
different competencies like biotechnology, sports, mechanical engineering, electronics, functional food, 
textile, security, robotics, etc. 

Diana Vertelkiene is a Health technology iVita cluster 
manager and Head of Science, Technology and Innova-
tion department at JSC ‘Baltec CNC Technologies’. She 
simplifies member’s complex issues using understand-
able business language. Having more than eight-year 
experience of business cluster management, through 
trust and close communication she inspires other 
organisations to create innovative things together with 
bigger resources, energy, and power. 

Diana Vertelkiene, Health technology cluster iVita, Lithuania



Main Expectations from Cluster Manager Education

My main expectations from the Cluster Manager Education are to learn about new functional tools and 
methods relevant to cluster management and development, exchange experience and good practice with 
cluster manager colleagues, and create new contacts and networks. So far, the education program has 
exceeded my expectations and also provided skills and benefits, which I did not expect when I applied for 
it.

Motivation for the Application to Cluster Manager Education

After working a long time with cluster development, I saw this cluster manager education as a unique 
opportunity to receive relevant training, learn and exchange experience, as well as good practice with 
colleagues.

Description of the Cluster

The EnergyVaasa cluster includes 140 companies in the industry, many of which are global market leaders 
of their niche. A total of 11,000 people are employed by the companies, which have a combined turnover of 
4.4 billion euros. 80 percent of the sales come from export; therefore, export is rather significant, because it 
accounts for 30 percent of Finland’s total export in energy technology.

After working in forestry sector for many years, I have 
spent the last 20 years working with energy technology 
at the Merinova Technology Centre located in Vaasa, 
Finland. Merinova is owned by the energy technology 
companies in the area. At Merinova, I work as a Develop-
ment Director primarily responsible for international 
projects and project preparation related to renewable 
energy and the development of the EnergyVaasa cluster.

Johan Wasberg, Merinova Technology Center, Finland



Cluster Manager Education Participants


